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primary facts
Famous French Artist - Paul Cezanne

Paul Cezanne was born on 19th January 1839 in France.
A prolific artist, he produced more than 900 oil paintings and
400 watercolors, including many incomplete works - over 200 of them
being still life paintings.
He was a master of design, color and composition.
He became interested in working from direct observation and he developed
a light, airy painting style that influenced the Impressionists.
Impressionist painting shows life-like subjects painted in a broad, rapid style,
with brushstrokes that are easily seen and colors that are often bright.
Cézanne's work influenced other artists, especially Pablo
Picasso and Georges Braque, who started Cubism, as well as Henri Matisse.
He used simple forms and color planes.
He was known for "forming the bridge" between Post-Impressionism and
Cubism.
Cubism is a style of art which aims to show all of the possible viewpoints of a
person or an object all at once.
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Paul Cezanne, Still Life With Apples And A Pear, 1890

So - What is a Still Life?
A painting or drawing of objects
Different from other forms of artwork because it cannot move (unlike a
live model) and it is close to you (unlike a landscape)
Observational – you have to look at the objects thoroughly to be able to
draw them and keep looking up at them while you are drawing to get the
right lighting
Lighting is always artificial for still life
When you draw a still life, you will see things your own way, one person
might like detail, another might notice shapes, and another might be color
What Should we Keep in Mind?
Line
Contour – draw the lines following visible edges of a shape and those
along important interior shapes
Shape
Triangles, circles, and squares – placement of shapes to keep a
composition interesting is part of the design
Form
Cones, spheres, cubes – the three dimensional versions of triangles,
circles, and squares – knowing how to shade these objects is important
Simplify
Don’t worry about every little detail before you get the sketch of the
entire composition down first. Do not start shading until you have all of
your shapes placed!
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Let's Try It!
What You'll Need:
Yellow lemon, red apple, green pear (or any three fruits will do!)
A plate to set your fruit on
Crayons that match your fruit (if you have oil pastels, even better!)
A black crayon
White printer paper (better, artist quality paper? Better results!)
Baby oil
Q-Tips
Step One:
Set your plate on your kitchen table and align your fruit next to each other
like the image above. Keep it simple!
Step Two:
Give your child only the three necessary colors for the fruit. Ask them to
focus on one fruit at a time and ask them "what shape do you see?" Draw
that shape. For an apple, they might draw a circle - for a pear, they might
draw an oval - etc. Draw each fruit in contour lines first!
Step Three:
Have your child color in the fruit to the best of their ability. Tell them to "hide
the white" on the paper! Once your fruit is filled in, give them the crayons to
color in the plate and background.
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Step Four:
Once everything is colored in and the white of the paper is hidden you will
grab your black crayon and create shading on one side of each fruit and an
oval underneath each fruit.
Step Five:
This step is optional because it can get
messy, but your child will love to see the
colors blend! Mom, you might have to help
with this step!
Pour a teaspoon of baby oil into a plastic
dish, cup or container and use a q-tip to get
a small amount.
Use the q-tip to push across your paper and
watch your waxy crayons blend together
beautifully! This makes learning about
shadow easy! Please keep in mind that oil
pastels will blend more smoothly than
crayons.

All done! Hang your
masterpiece on your
refrigerator and look at the
proud smile on your child's
face. Now your child knows
about a famous artist,
different art movements,
new techniques, and how to
create their own
observational drawing!
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